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Resumo 

 
 

A demanda por cosméticos com propriedades anti-envelhecimento e para 

proteção da pele contra as radiações ultra violeta (UV) tem aumentado 

consideravelmente nos últimos anos. Preferencialmente, estes devem ter na sua 

composição produtos naturais ou derivados com propriedades biológicas 

reconhecidas. Entre estas propriedades, destacam-se as propriedades antioxidante 

e anti-inflamatória. Dentro dos antioxidantes naturais, os compostos fenólicos têm 

recebido um destaque especial, visto que se encontram naturalmente em grande 

quantidade numa ampla variedade de plantas. No entanto, para que a sua utilização 

e biodisponibilidade sejam eficazes, é necessários que estes compostos apresentem 

uma elevada solubilidade em soluções aquosas. Uma das formas de tornar estes 

compostos mais solúveis passa pela alteração da sua estrutura química, sendo que 

por exemplo se podem converter em sais e/ou líquidos iónicos.  

Com base no exposto, neste trabalho, pretendeu-se produzir novos 

biomateriais para aplicação tópica com propriedades antioxidantes e anti-

inflamatórias. Neste sentido, sintetizaram-se líquidos iónicos com estas 

propriedades, com o catião colínio em comum, combinados com aniões derivados de 

ácidos fenólicos, que posteriormente foram incorporados em membranas de celulose 

bacteriana (BC). Todos os materiais foram caracterizados por espectroscopia de 

infravermelho com transformada de Fourier com reflexão total atenuada (FTIR-ATR), 

ressonância magnética nuclear (RMN) de estado sólido, difração de Raios-X, 

microscopia eletrónica de varrimento (SEM), termogravimetria (TGA) e testes 

mecânicos (ensaios de tração). Posteriormente, realizaram-se ensaios de libertação 

controlada destes compostos, ensaios para determinar a atividade anti-oxidante e 

por fim, realizaram-se estudos biológicos de modo a avaliar a sua citotoxicidade e 

atividade anti-inflamatória. 

Através da caracterização física e química das membranas preparadas foi 

possível concluir que os LIs foram incorporados na estrutura da BC, não afetando a 

sua estrutura cristalina mas tendo originado um pequeno decréscimo nas 

propriedades mecânicas e temperatura de decomposição. Nos ensaios de absorção 

de água, os valores obtidos para as membranas BC-LI estão de acordo com a 

solubilidade dos LIs. A dissolução dos LIs com membranas húmidas atingiu valores 

máximos de 100% para [Chol][Gal]. Os valores máximos para capacidade 

antioxidante foram 80% para [Chol][Caf] e [Chol][Gal]. As membranas de BC-ILs não 

afectam a viabilidade dos queratinócitos e macrófagos e apresentaram atividade 

anti-inflamatória. 
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abstract 

 

In the past few years, the demand for cosmetics with anti-aging and ultraviolet 

(UV) protection properties has increased considerably. Preferentially, these must have 

in their composition natural compounds with recognized biologic properties. Among 

these properties, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities stand out as the most 

important. Amongst natural antioxidant compounds, phenolic compounds have gained 

special attention since they are naturally found in an ample diversity of plants. 

However, for their effective use and bioavailability, these compounds should present a 

high solubility in aqueous solutions. One way of improving their solubility is through the 

modification of their chemical structure, by their conversion into salts and/or ionic 

liquids (ILs).  

This work aimed at producing new biomaterials for topic applications 

incorporating antioxidant and anti-inflammatory compounds. To this end, the cholinium 

cation was conjugated with anions derived from phenolic acids and afterwards were 

incorporated into bacterial cellulose (BC) membranes. All materials were characterized 

through Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy with attenuated total reflection (FTIR-

ATR), solid nuclear magnetic ressonance (NMR), X-ray diffraction, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetry (TGA) and mechanical tests. Then, controlled 

release assays were carried out, and antioxidant assays, followed by biological assays 

to evaluate their citotoxicity and anti-inflammatory properties.  

The chemical and physical characterization  of the obtained membranes it was 

possible to conclude that the ILs were incorporated into the BC network while 

maintaining its crystalline structure with only a slight decrease in its mechanical 

performance and decomposition temperature. The swelling ability of the BC-IL 

membranes swelling was in agreement with each of the ILs solubility. 

The dissolution assays for wet membranes reached maximum values of 100% 

for BC-[Chol][Gal]. The maximum antioxidant values of BC with the incorporated ILs 

reached were 80% for [Chol][Caf] and [Chol][Gal.  The BC-ILs membranes did not 

affect the macrophage and keratinocytes viability and presented anti-inflammatory 

activity. 
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1 Scope and objectives 
 

An increase in the consumption of skin care products, such as anti-aging creams, 

creams to restore the fullness of the skin and mostly products to protect skin from adverse 

effects of sun, has been observed in the past few years. In fact, the human excessive 

exposure to sun and to endogenous and environmental pro-oxidant agents are the main 

factors that contribute to premature skin aging, skin damage, and skin cancer. Studies have 

shown that UV-induced skin damage is in part caused by the formation of noxious reactive 

oxidant species (ROS), leading to a wide variety of pathological effects, such as DNA 

(deoxyribonucleic acid) modification, lipid peroxidation, as well as to the activation of 

inflammatory pathways (1,2). Although mammalian skin cells have natural antioxidant 

defense mechanisms, these systems may not be enough to ensure the skin barrier integrity 

(3).  

Cosmetic and skin care products based on natural compounds have shown a strong 

growth in the past decades. Cosmeceuticals are an emerging concept in this field, which is 

related to cosmetic products with biologically active ingredients with medicinal or 

drug‐like benefits (4). These products comprise ingredients with biological features in their 

formulation, such as vitamin C and E, which display antioxidant activity, panthenol, that is 

essential for normal cellular metabolism, allantoin, which promotes cell proliferation, or 

hydroxy acids, that make the skin look smoother and uniform, reducing the signs of aging 

(4).  

Natural antioxidants, as phenolic compounds, are present in many plants. Due to 

their instability, since they are susceptible to hydrolysis and photodegradation in the 

presence of oxygen, keeping constant the activities of antioxidants in formulations during 

their claimed shelf life is often problematic. In fact, natural antioxidants are quite unstable 

and have low solubility in water, as well as a low bioavailability. For this reason, their 

chemical stability and content should be controlled to ensure that consumers get a product 

with the desired properties. Thus, their chemical modification aiming at increasing their 

stability and solubility in aqueous media, while not raising their citotoxicity, can be seen as 

a promising approach for their safe and effective use in topical formulations (3). The 

combination of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) with ionic liquids (ILs) 
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constitutes a solution since it can synergistically enhance the antioxidant activity as well as 

their solubility and bioavailability (5). 

Cholinium-based ILs with anions derived from phenolic acids constitute an 

interesting alternative to conventional phenolic compounds since they have higher water-

solubility, higher antioxidant activity, and anti-inflammatory properties and toxicity in the 

same levels (6). Due to their outstanding properties, these compounds can be incorporated 

into biopolymeric materials, like bacterial cellulose (BC) or chitosan, for topical 

applications and controlled release.  

The principal aim of this work, was to produce new biomaterials with antioxidant 

and anti-inflammatory properties by incorporating cholinium-based ILs with these features, 

such as dicholinium ellagate ([Chol]2[Ell], di((2-hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium) 3,8-

dihydroxy- 5,10-dioxo-5,10-dihydrochromeno[5,4,3-cde]chromene-2,7-bis(olate)), 

cholinium gallate ([Chol][Gal], (2-hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium 3,4,5-

trihydroxybenzoate), cholinium caffeate ([Chol][Caf], (2-

hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium (E)-3-(3,4- dihydroxyphenyl)acrylate) (6) into 

nanocellulose (bacterial cellulose) membranes. These biomaterials were optimized in order 

to be used in topical applications while allowing a controlled release of the bioactive 

compounds for the treatment of skin ageing and some skin diseases. 

The aforementioned cholinium-based ILs were synthesized according to procedures 

described in the literature (6), and further analyzed for their purity, and incorporated into 

BC membranes. Then, the different BC-ILs membranes were characterized in what 

concerns their morphology, thermal stability and mechanical properties (using Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy with attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR), solid state 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), and thermogravimetry (TGA) and mechanical (tensile) tests). Then, 

the absorption process of ILs into the BC membranes and their controlled release was 

investigated and optimized. Finally, the evaluation of their biological properties and 

cytotoxicity was carried out. 
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2 Antioxidants in cosmetic applications 
 

Nowadays, we are facing a growing apprehension on skin care and health. One of 

the major concerns is the exposure that our skin has to endogenous and environmental pro-

oxidant agents, such as high concentrations of exogenous oxygen, environmental oxidants, 

and especially UV light. This exposure leads to the formation of noxious reactive oxidant 

species (ROS). In Figure 1, it is shown the natural ROS formation process during cellular 

respiration. This term covers molecules that are known as free radicals and those who 

behave in a similar way. These molecules are characterized by their high reactivity and 

capacity to easily oxidize other molecules (1), which means that they can extract electrons. 

ROS-mediated oxidative damage includes a wide variety of pathological effects, such as 

DNA modification, like base modification, covalent binding of bases within DNA or 

DNA-protein cross-links, abasic sites and strand breaks (7), lipid peroxidation, as well as 

the activation of inflammatory pathways (8). Free radicals are responsible for a large array 

of diseases, such as cancer (9), cardiovascular diseases (10), neural disorders (11), 

Alzheimer’s disease (12), mild cognitive impairment (13), Parkinson’s disease (14), among 

many others (15). 

 

 

Figure 1 - ROS formed during mitochondrial transport. Superoxide anions (O2-•), hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2), and hydroxyl (HO•) radicals are formed as a result of the successive transfer of single 

electrons (1). 

 

Defense systems against ROS damage can be exogenous or endogenous. 

Endogenous antioxidants originate from melanin and enzymes, while exogenous 

antioxidants derive from antioxidants that are administrated orally through food and 

topically, like vitamins A, C and E (3,16). Mammalian skin cells have endogenous defense 
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systems comprising enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidant systems. The human body 

produces molecules with antioxidant effects, such as ubiquinone (coenzyme Q), tripeptide 

glutathione, polypeptide thioredoxin or lipoic acid (1). Nevertheless, these systems are not 

enough to protect the skin and to ensure its integrity. Because of that, the interest in the 

intake of antioxidants has grown considerably throughout the years. Antioxidants are 

substances capable of prevent or significantly delay the oxidation of a substrate, when 

present in lower concentrations than the substrate itself (17). Their mechanism of action is 

represented in Figure 2. Some evidences have shown that a large uptake of antioxidant-rich 

foods is of major importance to prevent these diseases (15).  

 

          

Figure 2 – Representation of the antioxidant reaction with ROS. Phen stands for phenolic compound. 

Adapted from (2). 

 

Another way of using antioxidant compounds, maximizing their potential, is by 

using them in cosmetic products, like dermatological pharmaceutical formulations and skin 

care products (1). Cosmetics are used for cleansing, protecting, and moisturizing the skin. 

Nowadays, consumers prefer cosmetics that are safer to their skin and, if possible, based 

on natural compounds. These cosmetics, based on natural compounds with drug-like 

benefits, are called “cosmeceutical” products and are now being developed by many 

pharmaceutical industries (4).  

Antioxidants can be divided into natural and synthetic. The natural antioxidants 

class usually comprises mineral compounds, such as selenium, copper, iron or zinc, 

antioxidant vitamins (C and E), and phytochemicals that are neither vitamins nor minerals, 

and include compounds like flavonoids, which are phenolic compounds present in 

vegetable fruits, grains, seeds, among others. Natural antioxidants react with lipid and 

peroxy radicals and convert them into more stable products (18). They act as singlet and 

triplet oxygen quenchers, free radical scavengers, peroxide decomposers, and enzyme 

inhibitors (19). The functions of synthetic antioxidants consist on the capture of free 

radicals and in closing the chain reaction. Some examples are buthylated hydroxyanisole 

(BHA), buthylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), propyl gallate and metal chelating agents, 

among others (18,20).  
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In cosmetic products, it is very difficult to get a good formulation containing 

antioxidants. In general, antioxidants from natural sources are unstable, deeply colored, 

and susceptible to hydrolysis and photodegradation in the presence of oxygen. Chemical 

modification of these antioxidants to form the respective esters (e.g., tocopheryl acetate, 

ascorbyl palmitate), have shown to improve their compatibility/stability in formulations, 

yet it reduces their activity (3). Antioxidants act not only as the active ingredients 

themselves but also as protectors of other ingredients against oxidation/degradation. 

However, in order to obtain the desired activities, antioxidants must not be transformed 

into their radical forms, i.e., they cannot react with other ingredients and must be protected 

from oxygen radicals until they are applied on the skin. The antioxidants selection also 

depends on their lipophilic or hydrophobic characteristics. Most of them display a low 

water-solubility and are only present at low contents in aqueous-rich topic formulations 

(3). Based on these drawbacks, the chemical modification of antioxidants into ionic liquids 

can be seen as a promising approach in order to increase their solubility in water, and to as 

well enhance properties as their antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities (6). 

 

2.1 Phenolic compounds 

 

Phenolic compounds are abundant in nature since they are ubiquitous in all plants 

and are therefore an integral part of the human diet. These compounds have proven 

antioxidant properties and can prevent some diseases related to oxidative stress (21). 

Phenolic compounds have one or more aromatic rings with one or more hydroxyl groups 

directly bonded. In plants, they are involved in the defense role against UV light and 

aggression by pathogens, as well as in the organoleptic properties of plant foods. They 

contribute to the bitterness and astringency of fruits because of their interaction with 

glycoproteins in saliva (2).  

Phenolic compounds are divided into several classes according to the number of 

aromatic rings with hydroxyls group and to the structural elements that bind these rings. 

The main groups of phenolic compounds are: flavonoids, phenolic acids, phenolic 

alcohols, stilbenes and lignans (Figure 3) (22). Phenolic acids can be divided into two 

classes: benzoic acid derivatives, such as gallic acid, and cinnamic acid derivatives, such as 

coumaric, caffeic and ferulic acids.  Caffeic acid is the most abundant phenolic acid in 
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many fruits and vegetables, most often esterified with quinic acid as in chlorogenic acid, 

which is the major phenolic compound in coffee (22).  

Phenolic compounds have been considered powerful antioxidants in vitro and 

proved to be more potent antioxidants than Vitamin C and E and carotenoids (23). In fact, 

these compounds have been recognized as one of the key factors to the inverse relationship 

between fruit/vegetable intake and the risk for oxidative stress-associated diseases, such as 

cardiovascular diseases, cancer or osteoporosis (2).  

Phenolic extracts or isolated phenolic compounds from different plant foods have 

also been studied in a number of cancer cell lines representing different evolutionary stages 

of cancer. Several studies, where solutions of phenolic compounds inhibit the growth of 

human oral (KB, CAL-27), breast (MCF-7), colon (HT-29, HCT-116) and prostate 

(LNCaP, DU-145) tumor cell lines, in a dose-dependent manner with different sensitivity 

between cell lines, have been reported (24,25). Some in vivo tests have also been carried 

out in animals with good results, showing that phenolic compounds can reduce the size of 

tumors and inhibit the cancer proliferation (2).  

It has been proposed that phenolic compounds can act as antioxidants using one of 

the three following mechanisms: (1) by scavenging radical species, such as ROS; (2) by 

suppressing ROS formation through the inhibition of some enzymes or chelating trace 

metals involved in free radicals production; and (3) by up-regulating or protecting the 

antioxidant defense (2). Moreover, it has been shown that natural phenolic compounds can 

inhibit carcinogen/toxin-induced cellular oxidative damage. For example, in nicotine-

treated rat peripheral blood lymphocytes, ellagic acid effectively restored the antioxidant 

status and reduced DNA damage, as well as lipid peroxidation (26). A phenolic apple juice 

extract, as well as its reconstituted phenolic compound mixture, composed of rutin, 

phloridzin, chlorogenic acid, caffeic acid and epicatechin, were shown to effectively 

reduce menadione-induced oxidative DNA damage and reduced the cellular ROS level 

(27). Purified phenolic compounds, such as anthocyanins, proanthocyanidin and 

epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) have demonstrated to inhibit the UV-radiation-induced 

oxidative stress and cell damage in human keratinocytes (2). 
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Figure   3 -     Chemical structures of some phenolic compounds. 
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3 Ionic liquids 
 

3.1 Characteristics and applications 

 

Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts, usually composed of large organic cations and organic 

or inorganic anions, with a melting point lower than 100 °C, since they do not present an 

ordered crystalline structure (28,29). The increasing attention around ILs is largely 

justified by their unique properties, such as a negligible vapor pressure (30), non-

flammability, high heat capacity, high chemical and thermal stabilities (31) and high 

solvation ability (32). Furthermore, these ionic compounds can be designed for a specific 

purpose by the selection of adequate cation/anion combinations, which contributes for their 

classification as ‘‘designer solvents’’ (33,34). In fact, their physicochemical properties can 

be tailored by a judicious choice of the cation, anion and alkyl chain type, length and 

functionalization. The main structural factors of the cation that have an effect on their 

properties are symmetry, charge density, alkyl chain length and its flexibility, rotational 

symmetry of the head ring, cyclic and branched structures and functionalized tails. 

Regarding the anions, they are usually quite different in nature, although they display 

similar structural factors, including a large charge delocalization (35). Figure 4 depicts the 

chemical structure of some ILs. The most common ILs investigated are composed of 

imidazolium, pyridinium, quaternary ammonium, quaternary phosphonium and 

pyrrolidinium cations and chloride, bromide and hexafluorophosphate anions (36,37). 

The possibility of modifying the properties of ILs is one of their main advantages 

since it allows the optimization of their solvation properties, viscosity, conductivity and 

thermal and chemical stabilities, making them tailor-made for a wide range of applications 

(34). Recent reviews have highlighted the industrial applications of ILs as an innovative 

approach to Green Chemistry and Sustainability concepts (38–40). 
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Figure 4 – Some examples of typical cations and anions in ILs.  

 

Due to their insignificant vapor pressure at ambient conditions, ILs have been 

considered as promising “greener” solvents over volatile organic solvents (VOCs). 

However, the fact that they normally have a negligible vapor pressure is not enough to 

assure that these compounds can be considered as real “green” solvents, and where some 

of the most investigated ILs are far from a green solvent designation (37,41–43). In this 

context, the synthesis of ILs from renewable raw materials through a green chemistry 

procedure is strictly required to fulfill the “green solvents” categorization. Aiming at 

finding more benign and biocompatible ILs, cholinium-based ILs, based on the N,N,N-

trimethylethanolammonium cation, an essential nutrient, have been receiving considerable 

attention (34,44). This cation is biocompatible, has a “nontoxic” nature and is also 

completely degradable under aerobic conditions (43,45). This family of ILs is derived from 

quaternary ammonium salts that are described as important structures in living processes, 

used as precursors for the synthesis of vitamins (e.g. vitamin B complexes and thiamine) 

and enzymes that participate in the carbohydrate metabolism (46). Additionally, ILs 
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containing quaternary ammonium and alicyclic cations (morpholium, piperidinium and 

pyrrolidinium) generally display a significantly lower toxicity than those with aromatic 

cations, such as imidazolium and pyridinium (47). 

 

3.2 Ionic liquids with therapeutic properties 

 

Amongst the many applications of ILs, their use in the pharmaceutical and 

cosmetic industries stands out since these industries are constantly demanding for 

innovation and new products. However, the deficient information surrounding the 

toxicological impact of ILs is a major barrier to their widespread industrial application and 

international registration as solvents. Nevertheless, ILs as pharmaceutical salts have been 

reported for long (34). Some examples include ranitidine hydrochloride (ZantacTM), an 

anti-ulcer drug with problems derived from its polymorphic forms and purity, that was 

transformed into an IL through reaction with sodium docusate, a common emollient, to 

form ranitidine docusate (48). Bretylium is a antifibrillatory and antiarrhythmic compound 

synthetized by the quaternization of o-bromo-N,N-dimethylbenzylamine with ethyl-p-

toluenesulfonate (49). Cetylpyridinium chloride is produced by the alkylation of pyridine 

with cetyl chloride and it is used as antiseptic and disinfectant (50). The exchange of the 

inert counter-ion of a drug with a pharmaceutically active counter-ion should be chosen in 

order to synergistically enhance the desired effects or to neutralize unwanted side effects of 

the active drug. When dissolved, the drug combination (ions) will dissociate and the 

cationic and anionic components will follow their independent kinetic and metabolic 

pathways (34,51). On the other hand, microemulsions based on ILs allow an increase in the 

solubilization of pharmaceutical ingredients and have also been reported (52). Most of 

these works have the goal of eliminating problems related to polymorphism transitions 

between crystalline forms and one of the biggest problems of solid drugs, to increase the 

solubility of the drug and also its bioavailability (53). The pharmaceutical industry 

currently has a large portfolio of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), yet most of 

them with limited aqueous solubility. Therefore, the conversion of APIs into ILs is also a 

suitable way of overcoming these compounds low solubility in aqueous media (5). Finally, 

ILs can also be combined with APIs (by their solubilization in IL media), producing new 
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drugs with enhanced water solubility and able to overcome the problem of polymorphism 

(Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 – Future perspectives on active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), in this case 

ampicillin – ionic liquids mixtures (5).  

 

ILs can also be used to improve the shelf life of certain active compounds. For 

example, choline dihydrogen phosphate aqueous solutions can dramatically improve the 

shelf life of cytochrome c, without modifying its structure and activity (54). This is of 

extreme importance for therapeutic applications since the protein efficacy is determined by 

its proper folded structure (54).  

A final important advantage of using ILs in pharmaceutical formulations and as 

excipients is that some of them were already approved by the Food and Health 

Administration (FDA). That is the case, for example, of cholinium phosphate salts (55). 

Moreover, cholinium salicylate ([Chol][Sal]) is already being used as an active 

pharmaceutical component, namely in drugs like Bonjela, Trilisate, Arthropan and 
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Bucagel. [Chol][Sal] is preferred to salicylic acid since it presents higher solubility in 

aqueous media while still being biocompatible. [Chol][Sal] is currently used as an 

analgesic, antipyretic and anti-inflammatory drug (56).  

As stated before, the cholinium cation, an essential nutrient, has been receiving 

considerable attention as a promising candidate to produce biocompatible ILs when 

combined with an appropriate anion. A huge number of cholinium salts, conjugated with a 

wide range of anions, such as amino acids (57,58), carboxylic acids (59) and good’s-

buffer-based anions (60), has been reported. The anion selection has been carried out 

according to the target application, while distinct applications have been suggested, such as 

in catalysis (57), as co-substrates for microorganisms in the degradation of dyes (61), in 

photodynamic therapy (62), as cross-linking agents for collagen-based materials (44), as 

self-buffering compounds for the extraction and purification of biologically active 

molecules (60) and also as major solvents in the pretreatment and dissolution of biomass 

(63).  

Recently, Sintra et al. (6) reported the synthesis and characterization of antioxidant 

cholinium-based ILs with high water-solubility and anti-inflammatory activities. For that, 

cholinium hydroxide was neutralized with the respective acid, with well-known 

antioxidant/anti-inflammatory character, namely gallic, caffeic, vanillic, syringic, and 

ellagic acids. [Chol][Sal] was also synthetized in order to compare with the antioxidant 

performance of the new cholinium-based salts. In this work, it was concluded that all 

cholinium-based salts studied presented not only similar but even higher antioxidant and 

anti-inflammatory activities (6). Moreover, it was observed that they have a solubility three 

orders of magnitude (in average) higher than the respective acidic precursors, representing 

a significant advantage with respect to the incorporation of these antioxidants into topic 

formulations. In what concerns their ecotoxicity, it was shown that all cholinium-based 

salts synthesized are less toxic than their precursors. The less ecotoxic salts and with 

higher antioxidant activity, namely [Chol]2[Ell], [Chol][Caf] and [Chol][Gal], were also 

tested for anti-inflammatory properties with all of them displaying a good performance. 

Finally, regarding their cytotoxicity, all cholinium-based salts showed results similar to 

their acidic precursors which means they can be safely used in products for human 

healthcare (6). Thus, these cholinium-based salts, with significant antioxidant and anti-

inflammatory properties, are valuable candidates in the formulation of 
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pharmaceutical/cosmetic products. Since they are based on the cholinium cation, an 

essential nutrient for cells, they are also of great interest in topical or oral formulations. 

Because of these features, in this work, the incorporation of this class of cholinium-based 

ILs in bacterial cellulose membranes for cosmetic applications was investigated. 
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4 Bioactive films based on polysaccharides 
 

4.1 Types and applications 

 

One of the main solutions for the environmental problems arising from the 

excessive use of non-biodegradable materials from fossil resources is the development of 

materials based on biopolymers, namely polysaccharides, proteins or even lignin (Figure 

6). These biopolymers have been receiving a large attention over the last years in several 

areas, like biomedical products and devices, functional packaging, coatings and films, 

electronic devices, structural materials, among others (64). Due to their abundance, 

polysaccharides, including cellulose, chitin (and its derivative chitosan), starch and 

pullulan, are one of the most explored families of biopolymers (64,65).  

 

 

Figure 6 - Naturally occurring biopolymers, adapted from (65).  

 

Cellulose (C6H10O5)n is the most abundant biopolymer on Earth. It is a 

homopolymer of β-D-glucopyranose units covalently linked through 1→4) glycosidic 

bonds, i.e. acetal functions between the equatorial OH group of C4 and the C1 carbon atom 

(1→4)glucan). It is a linear polymer with a large number of hydroxyl groups (66). In 

plants, cellulose is organized in the form of fibers that are composed of fibrils with 
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diameters that can vary between 1.5 to 100 nm. Cellulose is the most used natural resource 

to produce paper and cardboard, clothing and other derivatives with various industrial 

applications, such as optical films, additives in building materials, and in the 

pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food industries (66,67). More recently, new applications for 

cellulose were related to its biocompatibility and capacity to immobilize proteins and 

antibodies (68,69), to separate enantiomers (70), and to produce sustainable composites 

with good biodegradability and improved mechanical properties (71).  

 

4.2 Bacterial cellulose 

 

4.2.1 Production, properties and applications 

 

Bacterial cellulose is a type of cellulose produced by bacteria and was initially 

reported by Brown (1886) (72). It is characterized by a 3-D structure which consists of an 

ultrafine network of cellulose nanofibers (3-8 nm) highly uniaxially oriented (73). BC 

fibrils are known to be about 100 times thinner than plant cellulose ones, as can be seen in 

Figure 7 (74).  

 

 

Figure 7 – Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of bacterial cellulose (a) and wood 

pulp cellulose (b) (both at 5000x) (73).  

 

BC can be produced by many Gram-negative bacteria, like those from the genus 

Acetobacter, Agrobacterium, Achromobacter, Aerobacter, Sarcina, Azotobacter, 

Rhizobium, Pseudomonas, Salmonella and Alcaligenes (75). The most effective producers 

of cellulose are G. xylinum (76), G. hansenii (77) and G. pasteurianus (78), with maximum 
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yield of 15.30, 2.5 and 0.54 g/L, respectively (75,78). Bacteria from the Gluconacetobacter 

genus produce an extremely pure variety of BC, in the form of a highly swollen membrane, 

with around 99% water, on the culture medium surface (73,79). Gluconacetobacter 

sacchari is also used for BC production with yields on the same level or even better than 

the most used Gluconacetobacter species (80). Bacterial cellulose is also synthesized by 

the Gram-positive bacterium Sarcina ventriculi, accounting for about 15 % of the total dry 

cell mass (75).  

In general, the strain most used is Glucanocetobacter xylinum. This is an aerobic 

Gram-negative bacterium with the ability to synthetize a large quantity of high-quality 

cellulose through acetic acid fermentation (73,74). These aerobic gram-negative bacteria 

actively grow at pH 3-7 and at temperatures between 25 and 30˚C, having good 

fermentation yields using saccharides as the carbon source. It was reported that almost 

30% of the cost of bacterial fermentation is due to the fermentation medium constituents 

(74,81); nevertheless, in the biomedical and pharmaceutical field this factor is not a main 

problem due to the high value of the current biomedical devices and pharmaceuticals. 

There has been many attempts for using economical carbon sources, such as waster beer 

yeast, dry oil mill residue (82), thin stillage (83) and grape skin (84). In these studies, the 

addition of nitrogen and phosphorus sources normally increases BC production (75). 

Although glucose is still the carbon source most commonly used due to its good 

fermentation yield, it causes the formation of gluconic acid and the decrease of pH, which 

affects the bacterial metabolism and consequently the production of BC. The presence of 

polyphenolic compounds and antioxidant manages to inhibit this by-product (74).  

Gluconacetobacter xylinum bacteria use various carbon compounds present in the 

nutrition media to produce cellulose, as single linear β(1→4) glucan chains, and then 

secrete them outside the cells through a linear row of pores located in the outer membrane. 

The following steps, which occur outside the cell, are organized in a hierarchical process:  

1) Formation of subfibrils, that consist of 10 to 15 glucan chains; 

2) Formation of microfibrils; 

3) Formation of bundles of microfibrils in a shape of a loosely wound ribbon 

comprised of about 100 individual glucan chains (73). 

The biochemical pathways involved in cellulose synthesis by G. xylinum are 

extensively documented (74,75,85). It is a precisely and specifically regulated multi-step 
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process, including a large number of individual enzymes and proteins. The respective 

metabolic pathway is shown in Figure 8. The process includes the formation of UDPGlc, 

which is the precursor of cellulose, followed by glucose polymerization into the β(1→4) 

glucan chains with the formation of ribbon like structures that are extruded from the cell 

and assemble in fibrils as described before (75).  

 

 

Figure 8- Biochemical pathway for cellulose synthesis by G. xylinum (75). 

 

BC production can be done in static and agitated (or stirred) conditions (74). In 

static medium, a pellicle is formed while under agitated and stirred conditions, irregular 

shape sphere-like cellulose particles (SCP) are produced. In static conditions, the process is 

regulated by the air supply at the medium surface and the carbon source concentration. The 

production stops when the pellicle grows downward and entraps all bacteria that become 

inactive due to insufficient oxygen supply (74). Because of that, on an industrial scale, a 

semi-continuous process is recommended for static conditions since it allows to increase 

BC productivity in comparison with the continuous process, since the product BC is 

removed from time to time allowing the cells to have always access to oxygen (86).   

BC has different characteristics from plant cellulose, since it can be obtained with 

higher purity and has a higher degree of polymerization and crystallinity index, porosity, 
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tensile strength and water holding capacity. Its high crystallinity is due to the glucan chains 

interlocked with hydrogen bonds (75). Moreover, BC possesses many unique structural 

and biochemical properties, including an ultrafine nanofibrous network structure (87), 

bioadaptability (88), chemical stability, and nontoxicity (89,90). Due to its uniform and 

ultrafine fibrous network structure, BC has excellent water-absorbance capacity. BC has 

also some interesting mechanical properties, including high tensile strength and elastic 

modulus (91,92). 

Because of these unique properties, BC have been explored in several applications, 

but particularly in the biomedical field (73). In fact, plant-generated cellulose and its 

derived materials had been used for many years in medical applications, namely to stop 

bleeding. That is the case of cotton gauzes, consisting of an oxidized form of regenerated 

plant cellulose created during World War II (93,94). Cellulose hydrogels have also been 

applied in the skin, used to promote bone cell adhesion and proliferation with 

biocompatibility with the connective tissues.  

First of all, a large number of studies have proven that bacterial cellulose can be 

used for various biomedical applications. For example, Kolodziejczyk and Pomorski (95) 

implanted pieces of bacterial cellulose (1 cm in diameter) into subcutaneous pockets on 

rabbits and periodically examined them after 1 and 3 weeks. The implants did not cause 

any macroscopic inflammatory responses, and histological observations showed only a 

small number of giant cells and a thin layer of fibroblasts at the interface between the 

cellulose and the tissue (95). In a systematic study by Helenius et al. (96), pieces of BC 

were also implanted into rats. Those implants were evaluated after 1, 4, and 12 weeks and 

showed no macroscopic or histologic signs of inflammation and no presence of giant cells. 

Also, no chronic inflammatory responses were observed throughout the course of these 

studies. Instead, they observed the formation of new blood vessels around and inside the 

implanted cellulose (96).  

Therefore, BC is a good material for membranes that can be used for wound 

healing, substitutes of natural skin (75), among many other applications (97,98). Since it is 

a highly porous material, it allows the potential administration of antibiotics or other 

medicines required in the wound healing process, while at the same time it acts as a 

physical barrier against any external infection caused by bacteria (99). In addition, since it 
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is nontoxic and biocompatible, it allows a safe use in human skin or even in the human 

body (75).  

Bacterial cellulose can absorb high volumes of liquids. This fact makes it a high-

quality material for wound dressings (Table 1) since keeping the wound moist is one of the 

most important factors for a rapid healing process (100,101). For instance, BC has been 

used for the treatment of chronic ulcers and burns (99). Burns are very complex injuries, 

causing extensive damage to skin tissues. The healing process involves the regeneration of 

the epidermis and the repair of the dermis, both of which result in the formation of scar 

tissue (102). One of the major goals of burn therapy is to quickly accomplish effective 

wound closure so as to increase the rate of healing and to provide immediate pain relief 

(99).  In Poland, a study was conducted on burned patients using BC (103). It was showed 

that the skin of patients whose burns were covered with never-dried BC membranes healed 

faster (faster re-epithelialization) than the wounds of patients who received a conventional 

wound dressing (such as wet gauze and ointments) (103), and even performing better when 

compared to conventional methods, such as multiple stages wherein the wound is debrided 

followed by chemotherapy and subsequent preparation of the wound bed for grafting (85). 

In studies conducted by Fontana et al. (104) and Mayall et al. (105), a bacterial cellulose 

product, called Biofill ®, proved also to be a very successful wound covering for damaged 

skin problems such as burns and chronic ulcers. In these studies, Biofill was shown to be 

more effective than other wound dressing materials, providing pain relief, protecting the 

wound against infection, accelerating the healing process, and reducing the cost of 

treatment (92). BC can also be combined with other materials, such has chitosan, which 

helps to conserve the moistness and hyaluronic acid that promotes the healing (106).  
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Table 1 - Properties of bacterial cellulose membranes and how they relate to the properties of 

an ideal wound dressing material (92).  

Properties of ideal wound care dressing Properties of Bacterial Cellulose 

To maintain a moist environment at the 

wound/dressing surface 

High water holding capacity (typical 

membrane can hold up to 200 g of its dry mass 

in water); high water vapor transmission rate. 

To provide physical barriers against 

bacterial infections 

Nanoporous structure does not allow any 

external bacteria to penetrate the wound bed. 

To be highly absorbable 

Partially dehydrated membrane is able to 

absorb fluid up to its original capacity. 

Physical processing of the membrane (i.e., 

compressing), can remove part of the initial 

water to allow the membrane to be more 

absorbable. 

To be sterile, easy to use and not expensive 

Membranes are easy to sterilize (steam or y-

radiation) and package. Estimated cost of 1 

cm2 is $0.02. 

To be available in various shapes and sizes Can be molded in situ. 

To provide easy and close wound coverage 

but allow an easy and painless removal 

High elasticity and conformability. 

To  reduce pain during treatment 

Unique BC nanomorphology of never-dried 

membrane promotes specific interaction with 

the nerve endings. 

Being of high porosity for gaseous and 

fluids exchange 

Highly porous material with pores sizes 

ranging from several nanometers to 

micrometers. 

To be nontoxic, non-pyrogenic and 

biocompatible 

Biocompatible, non-pyrogenic and nontoxic. 

To be mechanically stable Young’s modulus value of several GPa. 

To be of high conformability and elasticity High elasticity and conformability. 
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The differences between the various BC producing bacterial strains and the 

different types of growth are also important in a bioengineering point of view. Figure 9 

depicts the morphology of BC produced by different bacteria. These different structures 

can be used to create different materials and adapted to different conditions (92). For 

example, cellulose for implanted skin should display high porosity, whereas temporary 

wound dressings should have a nanoporous structure and should keep the wound moist 

during the healing process (107). Figure 9 shows the 3-dimensional network of nanofibers 

which makes BC ideal for wound dressing. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Cellulose structure produced by two different Gluconacetobacter strains. (A) NQ5 

(B) E5. NQ5 presents much larger ribbon structure which makes it a more compact and rigid 

membrane (92). 

 

There are also reports in which BC has been used to mimic cardiovascular tissues 

(92). Yamanaka et al. (108) developed a process for the creation of long, hollow, bacterial 

cellulose tubes with an internal diameter f 2-6 mm. These BC tubes could be used as 

replacements of blood vessels or other tubular structures such as the ureter, the trachea, or 

the digestive tract. These vessels can be constructed using various different processes 

where the oxygen provided to the bacteria plays a major part (108).  

In what regards bone replacement, the results are not as conclusive showing that 

some research is still needed (92). While there have been good results, assays showed that 

other existing membranes performed better than BC-derived ones that seemed to only 

promote cartilage growth instead of bone (109). However, other applications revealed 

promising results in the use of BC as scaffolds for in vitro tissue engineering (92), 
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involving the in vitro construction of a scaffold material which successfully mimics the 

extracellular matrix of normal tissues. Cells of the desired tissue are seeded onto the 

scaffold that helps in the development of a three dimensional structure. This scaffold can 

then be implanted into the affected area of the body, either as a replacement tissue or as a 

replacement organ (92).  

 

4.2.2 Incorporation of bioactive compounds in bacterial cellulose membranes 

 

The peculiar nanofibrillar structure of BC represents a perfect macromolecular 

support for inclusion of active compounds and therefore for the development of specific 

controlled drug release systems (for antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatories, hormones, 

and anticancer drugs) (110,111). BC membranes are particularly useful for the design of 

topical drugs delivery since they have the ability to absorb exudates and adhere to irregular 

skin surfaces. In other words, transdermal delivery systems can work bilaterally, which 

means that they can both deliver the drug and adsorb exudates. This represents a good 

opportunity for the application of BC membranes. 

The majority of patches that are already used are composed of superimposing 

different materials and BC-system can be composed of few materials or even a single layer 

(111,112). Moreover, in vivo compatibility studies have shown a good skin tolerance of BC 

until 24h (113). The inclusion of glycerin increased not only the malleability of the BC 

patch but also helped the moisturizing skin which in itself could help the treatment of skin 

diseases caused by dryness of the skin (113). BC membranes also represent a more 

appealing solution instead of oil-based formulations that can be easily lost due to contact 

(114). Due to all the properties mentioned above the pharmaceutical (and biomedical) 

industry has taken great interest in BC and several products and patents have already been 

released (115) as shown in Table 2. 

For example, the diffusion potential of these membranes has been investigated by 

loading tetracycline in electron beam irradiated and non-irradiated BC (116). The results 

obtained showed that non-irradiated BC allows faster drug movement than with that 

afforded by the irradiated BC. This study revealed the potential of transport through the 

BC membrane but also proposed a model for the drug adsorption by this material (116).   
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Table 2 - Patents based on bacterial cellulose products (115). 

Field of invention Patent title Patent number Registration 

Implantable device; soft tissue 

repair-drug delivery carriers 

A method for producing 

implantable microbial 

cellulose materials for 

various medical 

applications 

EP1795213 B1 
European patent 

office (EPO) 

Network meshed hydrogel. 

Drug delivery carrier, skin 

substitute 

Novel network meshed 

hydrogel structure 
TW M428771U1 

Intellectual 

Property Office 

Taiwan (TIPO) 

Calcium alginate capsule 

embedded and prepared in situ 

containing drugs, probiotics 

Bacterial cellulose 

composite with capsules 

embedded therein and 

preparation thereof 

US 

2012308649A1 

United states 

patent and trade 

mark office 

(USPTO) 

Implantable bacterial cellulose; 

in-vivo application 

Thermally modified 

microbial-derived cellulose 

for in-vivo implantation 

EP1662976 A2 

US20050042250 

US8198261 

USPTO, 2006 & 

EPO, 2005 

Use of microbial (bacterial)  

cellulose in transdermal drug 

delivery 

Microbial cellulose 

materials for use in 

transdermal drug delivery 

systems, method of 

manufacture and use 

US 20060240084 USPTO, 2006 

Medical implant; orthopaedic 

Medical device including 

bacterial cellulose 

reinforced by resorbable or 

non-resorbable materials 

US 

20110262521A1 
USPTO, 2011 

Wide range of applications, 

dependent on density gradient 

dictated by thickness; number of 

drugs can be delivered 

Bacterial cellulose films 

and uses thereof 

EP 2390344 A1 

US20110286948 

EPO, 2011 

USPTO, 2011 

Cellulose hydrogels, making and 

applications; implant and ocular 

devices, release drug delivery 

systems 

Cellulose-based hydrogels 

and methods of making 

thereof 

US20130032059 

A1 
USPTO 2013 
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In a different study, Huang et al. (117) investigated the effects of BC membranes in 

the drug delivery of berberine hydrochloride and berberine sulphate when compared with 

commercial tablets. Their results showed that BC is a promising drug carrier that 

significantly extended the release duration of model drugs (117). Trovatti et al. (114,118) 

and Silva et al. (119,120) tested the drug delivery of lidocaine, ibuprofen, caffeine and 

diclofenac using BC membranes; in all studies, BC showed promising results due to the 

lower permeation rate observed when compared with commercial hydrogels or patches. It 

also has the advantages of being of easy application, simple preparation and being formed 

by a single layer structure (114,119,120).  BC has also been used  to keep the wounds from 

infecting by being imbedded with antimicrobial compounds (74,121,122). For example, 

antimicrobial BC dry films were obtained after immersion in benzalkonium chloride, an 

antimicrobial agent. The drug loading capacity per unit surface area was found to be 0.116 

mg/cm2 and its effect lasted for about 24h preventing contamination by Staphylococcus 

aureus and Bacillus subtilis (121). Other way of producing BC with antimicrobial 

properties is through incorporation of silver nanoparticles which produce up to 99.99% of 

antimicrobial activity against Escherichia coli and S. aureus (122). 

Finally, BC can also be used for drug administration as a tablet excipient (123). In-

situ fermentation of BC with hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) produces HPMC-

BC (HBC). This polymer can improve rehydration and small-molecule absorption, making 

it possible to deliver small drug molecules since HPMC is a well-established tablet 

excipient (123). Modified BC, in the form of microcrystalline cellulose has been 

synthetized using a method which employs G. xylinus (124). This form is similar to Avicel 

PH 101, which is a type of cellulose already commercialized (124). The use of plasticizers 

and additives can improve film properties and the coaslescence among the particles 

forming a film. The BC tablets, however, have moderate retardation drug release when 

compared to model paracetamol tablets (125).  

In summary, and according to the literature and the information described above, 

BC has all properties required for the incorporation of bioactive materials, while ILs with 

antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities are compounds that seem promising for 

therapeutic applications due to their low ecotoxicity and cytotoxicity values and high 

water-solubility. Therefore, these ILs can be incorporated in BC in order to develop 

biomaterials with both local and systemic applications. 
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5 Materials and methods 
 

5.1 Materials 

 

Bacterial Cellulose (~99 wt% water content), was produced using the bacterial 

strain Gluconacetobacter sacchari, as described below.   

The PBS buffer at pH 7.4 (0.1 M) was prepared using the following compounds at 

the following concentrations: 8.01 g/L sodium chloride, NaCl, (extra pure, Acros); 1.78 

g/L di-sodium hydrogen phosphate, Na2HPO4, (99 wt% of purity, Panreac); 0.20 g/L 

potassium phosphate monobasic, KH2PO4, (99 wt% of purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.27 g/L 

potassium chloride, KCl, (99 wt% of purity, Sigma-Aldrich). 

Choline hydroxide, [Chol]OH (in a methanol solution at 45 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) 

and phenolic acids, namely gallic acid (99.5 wt% of purity, Merk), ellagic acid (97 wt% of 

purity, Alfa Aesar), caffeic acid (99 wt% of purity, ACROS), were used in the synthesis of 

cholinium-based ILs.   

2,2-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl hydrate (DPPH) was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Methanol (HPLC grade), acetone (99.9 wt% of purity), and ethyl acetate (99 wt% of 

purity) were obtained from VWR. The water used in this study was double distilled, passed 

by a reverse osmosis system and further treated with a Milli-Q plus 185 water purification 

apparatus. 

 

5.2 Methods 

 

5.2.1 Cholinium-based ILs synthesis and characterization 

 

Three cholinium-based ILs were synthesized by the neutralization of [Chol]OH with 

the respective acid, namely gallic, caffeic and ellagic acids, and according to literature 

protocols (6). [Chol]OH (1 eq., 45 wt % in a methanol solution) was added dropwise to the 

phenolic acid solution in methanol, with a molar excess of 1.1 equiv, at 0 °C, under 

nitrogen atmosphere. Regarding the [Chol]2[Ell] synthesis, the [Chol]OH was added to the 

ellagic acid solution in methanol, with a molar ratio of 2:1. The reaction mixture was 

stirred at room temperature, under nitrogen atmosphere, and protected from light 

overnight, producing the cholinium IL and water as the byproduct. The methanol and water 
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were then removed under reduced pressure. In the synthesis of [Chol][Caf], the unreacted 

acid was eliminated with acetone (3 × 20 mL), followed by filtration to remove the 

cholinium IL (which is in the solid state). The same procedure was adopted for 

[Chol][Gal], only replacing acetone by methanol. Finally, the residual solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure and the obtained compound was dried under high vacuum 

for at least 48 h. 

As stated before, dicholinium ellagate ([Chol]2[Ell], di((2-

hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium) 3,8-dihydroxy- 5,10-dioxo-5,10-

dihydrochromeno[5,4,3-cde]chromene-2,7-bis(olate)), cholinium gallate ([Chol][Gal], (2-

hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate), and cholinium caffeate 

([Chol][Caf], (2-hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium (E)-3-(3,4- dihydroxyphenyl)acrylate) 

were synthesized, and their structures confirmed by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy 

showing a high purity level for all the ionic structures Annex 1. The 1H NMR and 13C 

NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance 300 at 300.13 MHz and 75.47 MHz, 

respectively, using deuterated water/dimethyl sulfoxide (D2O/DMSO) as solvent and 

trimethylsilyl propanoic acid/tetramethylsilane (TSP/TMS) as internal reference. 

Their full names, acronyms, and chemical structures are depicted in Table 3. Note 

that in the case of ellagic acid the reaction scheme should depict H2A instead of HA and 

two [Chol]OH molecules. 

 

Table 3 - Synthesis scheme and chemical structure of the cholinium-based ILs prepared.  
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5.2.2 BC production 

 

BC membranes (99 wt% water content) were produced in our laboratory using 

conventional Hestrin–Schramm culture medium (76). G. sacchari was the bacterium used 

as described elsewhere (80). After growing for 6 days, BC membranes were removed from 

culture media, washed three times with 0.5 M NaOH at 80 °C for 30 min, and then 

thoroughly washed and neutralized with distilled water. Pure BC membranes were kept in 

distilled water in a sterile environment at 4 °C until their use (114). 

 

5.2.3 Preparation and characterization of BC-IL membranes 

 

Wet BC membranes, with 2 cm diameter and about 0.8 cm thickness (around 23 mg 

of dry BC) were weighed and circa 50 % of their water content was drained by hand- 

pressing between two acrylic plates at room temperature. BC membranes were then soaked 

in 1 mL of a solution containing [Chol][Caf], [Chol]2[Ell] and [Chol][Gal] with a 

concentration of 10 mg/mL. After the complete absorption of the solution by the BC 

membranes, the BC-IL membranes were placed over Petri dishes and dried at room 

temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. The dried BC-IL membranes were kept in a 

desiccator until use. 

FTIR-ATR spectra of BC and BC-IL dried membranes (as well as of the individual 

components) were obtained on a Perkin Elmer spectrometer equipped with a single 

horizontal Golden Gate ATR cell. Thirty-two scans were acquired in the 4,000–600 cm-1 

range, with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 

BC and BC-IL membranes were also analyzed by SEM by cutting an adequate size 

of membrane, while for cross-section images the membranes were broken after immersing 

them in liquid nitrogen. The samples were then covered with carbon and analyzed using a 

Hitachi SU-70 microscope at 4 and 10 kV.  

13C solid-state cross-polarized magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance 

(13C CP-MAS NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer. The 

samples (in this case, BC, BC-IL and pure ILs), were packed into a zirconia rotor sealed 

with Kel-F caps and spun at 7 kHz. The acquisition parameters were as follows: 4 µs 90° 

pulse width, 2 ms contact time, and 4 s dead time delay. 
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Tensile assays were performed using an Instron 5944 testing machine with Bluehill 

3 software in tensile mode with a 1kN load cell. Samples were strips of 70mm×5mm and 

the gauge length 30 mm. At least 7 strips were tested for each sample. The corresponding 

stress (MPa)–strain (%) curves were plotted, and the Young’s modulus values were 

determined from the slope of the low strain region in the vicinity of 0.05%. 

The decomposition temperatures of the membranes were determined by TGA. TGA 

was conducted with a Shimadzu TGA 50 analyzer equipped with a platinum cell. Samples 

were heated at a constant rate of 10 °C min−1, from room temperature to 800°C, under a 

nitrogen flow of 20 mL min−1. The thermal decomposition temperatures were taken as the 

onset of significant (≥0.5%) weight loss, after the initial moisture loss. 

X-ray diffraction patterns were measured using a Phillips X’pert MPD 

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The XRD measurements were performed with a scan 

step size of 0.02° and a time per step of 2.5s from 4-40 2θ range. 

Crystallinity index (C.I.) and percentage crystallinity (% Crystalline) of BC 

samples were calculated as follows (126):  

   ,                                                                  (1) 

 

,                                           (2) 

 

where I200 is the maximum intensity of diffraction of the (200) lattice peak (2θ of 22°–23°) 

and Iam is that of the amorphous part between 2θ of 18° and 19°, where the intensity is 

minimum. 

 

5.2.4 Quantification of cholinium-based ILs 

 

The quantification of cholinium-based salts in the solutions resulting from the 

dissolution assays, was carried out by UV spectroscopy, using a Thermo Scientific 

Evolution 600 spectrophotometer, at the wavelengths specified in Table 4. The calibration 

curves for each cholinium-based salt in PBS buffer are also presented in Table 4.  
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Table 4 - Calibration curves used to determine the concentration of the cholinium-based ILs in 

PBS buffer (absorbance versus concentration in mg/L). 

 λmax/ nm Calibration curve R2 

[Chol][Caf] 286 y = 0.0497x + 0.0123 0.9966 

[Chol][Gal] 259 y = 0.0299x + 0.0048 0.9965 

[Chol]2[Ell] 253 y = 0.083x – 0.0063 0.9995 

 

5.2.5 Swelling rate assays 

 

Swelling rate assays were conducted using dried BC and BC-IL membranes. 

Membranes were weighted and then soaked in individual containers with distilled water at 

room temperature, during 24h. Samples were taken out of water, the excess of water was 

gently removed with absorbent paper and membranes were weighted and re-immersed 

again. The swelling of the membranes was calculated according to equation 3: 

 

,           (3) 

where wdry and wwet are the weight of dried and wet BC samples, respectively. 

 

5.2.6 Dissolution assays 

 

BC-IL dried membranes were placed in a closed flask containing 180 mL of PBS 

solution at pH 7.4 to approach the blood pH. The cholinium-based ILs release was then 

evaluated under magnetic stirring and protected from light. At determined time intervals 

(during 24h), 1 mL of solution was withdrawn, and the same volume of fresh buffer was 

added to maintain a constant volume. The cholinium-based salt content in each aliquot was 

determined by UV spectroscopy, as described above. The IL content at each time was 

plotted as a cumulated percentage release, determined according to Equation 4: 

,           (4) 

where Cn-1 and Cn are the IL concentrations at time n - 1 and n. Two replicates were 

performed for each sample.  

Dissolution assays of the ILs in methanol were also made using the same time 

intervals in order to relate the amount of IL dissolved in the media with its antioxidant 
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activity. The calibration curves used for the quantification of ILs in methanol are presented 

in Table 5.  

 

Table 5 – Calibration curves used to determine the cholinium-based ILs concentration in 

methanol (absorbance versus concentration in mg/L).  

 λmax/ nm Calibration curve R2 

[Chol][Caf] 286 y = 0.0531x - 0.0299 0.9963 

[Chol][Gal] 259 y = 0.0319x - 0.0005 0.9987 

[Chol]2[Ell] 253 y = 0.0632x + 0.0613 0.9786 

 

5.2.7 Computational approaches: COSMO-RS  

 

The molecular geometry of all molecular models (cellulose, water and ILs) were 

optimized at the B3LYP/6-31++G** computational level in the ideal gas-phase using the 

quantum chemical Gaussian03 package. Vibrational frequency calculations were 

performed for each case to confirm the presence of an energy minimum (127).  

Then, the standard procedure was applied for COnductor like Screening MOdel for 

Real Solvents (COSMO-RS) calculations, which is comprised of two steps. In the first 

step, Gaussian03 was used to compute the COSMO files. The ideal screening charges on 

the molecular surface for each species were calculated by the continuum solvation 

COSMO model using BVP86/TZVP/DGA1 level of theory. Afterwards, COSMO files 

were used as an input in COSMOtherm code (128) to calculate the thermodynamic 

properties of the individual components and the ternary (water–IL–BC) system involved in 

the adsorption phenomena. The computational approach was de- scribed elsewhere 

(127,129). The ratio used was 90/10M cellulose-IL ratio. 

The cellulose/buffer and cellulose/methanol partition coefficients (P) of IL at 

infinite dilution were calculated by COSMO-RS. According to the chosen quantum 

method, the functional and the basis set, we used the corresponding parameterization 

(BP_TZVP_ C30_01201) that is required for the calculation of physicochemical data and 

contains intrinsic parameters of COSMOtherm as well as element specific parameters 

(127). 
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5.2.8 Antioxidant activity assays 

 

The antioxidant activities of the BC-ILs were determined using the 2,2-diphenyl-1-

picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging assay. The principle of the assay is based on the 

color change of the DPPH solution from purple to yellow, as the radical is quenched by the 

antioxidant. When a solution of DPPH is mixed with a substance that can donate a 

hydrogen, the reduced form of DPPH is obtained, and the solution which started to be 

violet turns to be yellow. This change in color was monitored by visible spectroscopy at 

517 nm (15). 

 Briefly, 3.34 mL of a DPPH solution (1 mM) in methanol was mixed with 50 mL 

of methanol with the BC-IL membrane in the medium. Samples were kept in the dark for 

30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h and 24 h at room temperature and then the decrease in the 

absorbance at 517 nm was determined (130). A blank control was made with 250 µL of 

DPPH solution in methanol and then methanol was added until the volume of 4 mL was 

reached. The same process was applied to the precursor acids of each IL, using 10 mg/L of 

acid solution instead of methanol until the volume of 4 mL was reached. The readings were 

made at the same intervals in the ILs. DPPH radical scavenging activity, AA(%), was 

expressed using Eq. 5: 

          (5) 

where A0 is the absorbance of the control and A1 is the absorbance of the sample at 517 

nm.  

 

5.2.9 Biological Assays 

 

5.2.9.1 Cell Cultures 
 

Murine Raw 264.7 macrophages (ATCC number: TIB-71) were  cultured in 

Dulbecco’s Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% non-inactivated fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) and  the human keratinocyte cell line HaCaT (DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany) was 

cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 4 mM of glutamine, 

4,5 g/L glucose and 10% heated inactivated FBS. Both media were supplemented with 

penicillin (100 U.mL-1), and streptomycin (100 μg.mL-1). Cells were incubated at 37 °C in 
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a humidified atmosphere of 95% of air and 5% of CO2 and were used after reaching 70–

80% confluence, which occurs approximately every 3 days after initial plating. 

5.2.9.2 Cell viability assays 
 

In order to investigate the biocompatibility of the BC matrices containing the 

different ILs we addressed their effect on macrophage and keratinocyte viability/metabolic 

activity by a resazurin assay (131). Briefly, 1.5x10^6 Raw 264.7 or 1.0x10^6 HaCaT cells 

were plated per well of a 6 well plate and let to stabilize overnight. Then, the BC 

membranes were put into contact with cell cultures during 24h by means of 24mm 

Trasnwell inserts with 0.4uM polycarbonate membranes (Corning, NY, USA). Resazurin 

was added to cells (final concentration of 50 mM) during the last 2 and 1 hour(s) of 

incubation for HaCat and Raw 264.7, respectively. Finally, 200 µl from each condition 

were transferred to a 96 wells plate and the absorbance of resorufin (the product of the 

resazurin reduction) measured at 570 and 600 nm in a standard spectrophotometer BioTek 

Synergy HT (Biotek Instruments, Winooski, VT, EUA). The data are the means of two 

biological independent experiments conducted in duplicate for each condition. 

 

5.2.9.3 Anti-inflammatory assays 
 

The anti-inflammatory activity of the cholinium-based ILs was tested using nitric 

oxide (NO) Measurement. The pro- or anti-inflammatory activity of BC-[Chol][Gal], BC-

[Chol][Caf] and BC-[Chol]2[Ell] was evaluated in the mouse macrophage cell line Raw 

264.7. The production of NO was measured by the accumulation of nitrite in the culture 

supernatants, using a colorimetric reaction with the Griess reagent. The cells were plated at 

3 × 105 cells/well in 48-well culture plates, allowed to stabilize for 12 h, and then 

incubated  with the culture medium (control), in presence of three membranes with  0.167 

mg of [Chol][Gal],  [Chol][Caf], [Chol]2[Ell] for 24 h in order to have the concentration of 

56 mg/L in the media. Briefly, 100 μL of culture supernatants was collected and diluted 

with equal volume of the Griess reagent [0.1% (w/v) N-(1- naphthyl)ethylenediamine 

dihydrochloride and 1% (w/v) sulfanilamide containing 5% (w/v) H3PO4] during 30 min, 

in the dark. The absorbance at 550 nm was measured using a standard spectrophotometer 

MultiSkan Go (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)(6). 
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6 Results and Discussion 
 

6.1 BC-IL membranes preparation and characterization 

 

Bacterial cellulose (BC) was obtained in the form of 6–8 mm thick membranes 

after an incubation period of 6 days, at 30ºC, in static conditions. BC was then purified, as 

described in the experimental section, to remove all bacteria and culture medium imbedded 

in the membrane. After this step, 50 % (w/w) of the water in the membranes was drained 

by applying pressure, in order to facilitate the absorption of the 10 mg/mL aqueous 

solutions of the cholinium-based ILs. Since 1 mL of these solutions was added to 4 cm2 

membranes to be absorbed, the IL content in each of these membranes was of 10 mg, 

which results in a 2.5 mg load of compound per cm2 of BC. 

The visual aspect of the obtained membranes is depicted in Figure 10. It is possible 

to observe that the wet membranes appear as malleable hydrogels. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Macroscopic appearance of the wet BC membranes incorporating different 

cholinium-based ILs. 

 

The morphology of the BC and BC-IL dried membranes was assessed by SEM. 

Images of the surface and cross-section of the membranes with [Chol][Caf], [Chol]2[Ell] 

and [Chol][Gal] are presented in Figure 11. It is possible to observe that the typical BC 

surface tridimensional nanofibrillar network was unaltered with the incorporation of ILs. 

The same trend was observed for the lamellar cross-section morphology that was only 

filled with the ILs molecules. These results are according to previous works on drug-

delivery systems using BC (114,119–121), in which it was also possible to observe the  

spaces between the BC strands were filled with the different bioactive compounds used.  
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Moreover, these SEM images suggest a uniform dispersion of the ILs in the 

membranes surface and bulk. Nevertheless, in the case of [Chol]2[Ell], there appears to be 

some IL crystallization on the surface of the membranes, showing that this IL does not 

disperse well in BC. In Trovatti et al. (114) work with incorporation of lidocaine in BC is 

suggested that compound crystallization might be due to some precipitation during the 

compound incorporation in BC or drying process.  

 

Figure 11 – Surface and transversal SEM images of BC and BC-IL. The first column 

corresponds to surface images while the second and third column correspond to transversal SEM 

images.  
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BC, pure ILs and BC-IL membranes were also analyzed by FTIR (Figure 12) in 

order to confirm the incorporation of the ILs into the BC matrix. The BC FTIR spectrum 

displays the typical peaks of a cellulosic substrate. The band at around 3300 cm-1 

corresponds to the stretching vibration of the OH groups and the peaks between 2900 and 

2800 cm-1 are associated with the axial deformation of CH and CH2 groups (CHOH and 

CH2OH). The absorption bands with lower wavelength values, around 1300–1400 cm-1 

correspond to the angular bending of C–OH and CH groups, the peaks at 1150–900 cm-1 

are associated with the C–H bonds of CH2 groups and the stretching of C–O–C groups 

(119,120,132). These results are accordance with data in literature confirming the purity of 

the BC used (119,120,133,134). 

The FTIR spectrum of [Chol][Caf] presents a band at 3024 cm-1 corresponding to 

the OH stretching vibration. It also presents a band at 1600 cm-1 corresponding to the C=O 

stretching vibration and the band at 1500 cm-1 which corresponds to the angular bending of 

CH. The peak at 1373 corresponds to C-OH stretching while the bands between 1300 and 

1150 cm-1  correspond to the CN bond; finally, the peaks between 980 and 580  correspond 

to the C-H out-plane vibration from the aromatic ring (132,133). 

The FTIR spectrum of [Chol]2[Ell] presents bands between 2893 representing the 

O-H stretching vibration and 1577 cm-1 present in the C=O functional group. The peak at 

1400 cm-1 corresponds to the CH vibration. The peaks in the 1200-1300 cm-1 region, are 

associated with C-OH stretching bond vibrations typical of phenol functional groups. The 

peak at 1172 cm-1 corresponds to the CN vibration in the choline moiety and finally the 

peak at 825 cm-1 is due to the two neighboring aromatic rings (132,133).  

The spectra obtained for [Chol][Gal] present a band at 3080 typical of O-H 

stretching vibrations and at 1600 cm-1 corresponding to C=O stretching vibration. The 

band in the 1200-1300 cm-1 region, is due to C-OH stretching bond vibrations typical of 

phenol functional groups. At 1185 cm-1 it is observed the peak corresponding to the CN 

vibration in choline moiety. Finally, between 1100 and 750 cm-1,  peaks corresponding to 

the CH out-of-plane bending vibration of the aromatic rings (132,133) are identified.  

The spectra of the BC-ILs membranes are a sum of the BC and pure IL spectra 

which leads to the conclusion that the cholinium-based ILs were incorporated into the BC. 

However, the BC-IL spectra are much more similar to that of BC since the amount of the 

ILs is only about 20% of the total weight of the membranes.  
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These results are according with other works in literature related with the 

incorporation of bioactive compounds in BC such as the works of Silva et al. (119,120) in 

which there was incorporation of caffeine and diclofenac and the resulting FTIR spectra 

was a combination of BC, the compound and also glycerol.  

 

 Figure 12 – FTIR spectra of BC, pure ILs and BC-ILs. 

 

 The incorporation of the ILs into the BC membranes was also confirmed by solid 

13C CPMAS NMR. In Figure 13 are depicted the spectra of BC, pure ILs and of BC-IL 

membranes. 
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Figure 13 - Solid 13C CPMAS NMR spectrum of BC, BC-ILs and pure ILs. NMR spectra of 

BC with the respective peaks identification. 

 

The spectrum of BC is in close agreement with the literature (119,120,135,136). 

The peak corresponding to C1 appears at 105.11 ppm, C4 at 86.57 ppm, C2, 3 and 5 occur 

at around 72 ppm and finally C6 appears at 63.68 ppm. 

 In the case of BC-[Chol][Caf], in Figure 13, the peaks that are not from BC were 

identified as: δ 170.04 (COO), 150.41 (CHCHCOO), 147.93 (COH-4), 125.33 (COH-3), 

123.22 (CHCHCOO), 116.60 (C-1), and 112.90 (C-6), and finally at 53.95 which seems to 

be for the three methyl groups of choline N(CH3)3 (6). In the same line, the peaks of the 

BC-[Chol]2[Ell] spectra indentified in Figure 13 are as follows: δ 161.93 (2x (COO)), 

142.46 (2x (CO)), 136.37 (2x (COCO)), 114.38 (2x (COCO)), 108.92 (2x (CCO)), 100.51 

(2x (C(C)3)), 56.18 (2x (NCH2CH2OH)), 53.88 (2x (N(CH3)3)). For BC-[Chol][Gal], in 

Figure 13 we have: δ 174.43 (COO), 145.12 (C-3 and C-5), 136.99 (C-4), 127.90 (C-1), 

111.65 (C-2 and C-6), 56.474 (NCH2CH2OH), 53.09 (N(CH3)3) (6). The peaks between 
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110 and 60 ppm of the IL do not appear since they correspond to the BC cellulose peaks 

and they sumperimpose over them. 

Therefore, analyzing Figure 13 it is possible to see that the peaks corresponding to 

the pure ILs appear in the NMR spectra of the corresponding BC-IL membranes 

confirming that the ILs were incorporated in the BC network. Furthermore, the peaks in 

BC-[Chol][Caf] and BC-[Chol][Gal] spectrum slightly suffer some deviations in the 

chemical shifts when compared to the ones corresponding to the pure ILs. This indicates 

that these ILs interact with BC causing the resonances to be altered. However, [Chol]2[Ell] 

and BC-[Chol]2[Ell] spectra present the peaks at the same ppm value indicating that this 

compound does not interact strongly with BC. 

Trovatti et al. (114) also used NMR to confirm the incorporation of lidocaine in 

BC, and like in this case the BC-lidocaine spectrum was a sum of the individual spectra of 

each component with the resonances for lidocaine shifting suggesting the interaction 

between the compound and BC. 

The thermal stability of the BC and BC-IL membranes was assessed by TGA 

(Figure 14).  BC presents a decomposition temperature close to 360 °C which is consistent 

with the literature (133,134). All ILs loaded BC membranes are less thermally stable than 

BC because of the lower thermal stability of the ILs (6). The initial decomposition 

temperatures of the BC-ILs increase in the following order: BC-[Chol][Caf] (187.1 °C) < 

BC-[Chol][Gal] (189.2 °C) < BC-[Chol]2[Ell] (189.6 °C). This order of thermal stability is 

in accordance with the stability of the pure ILs ([Chol][Caf] (155.0 °C) < [Chol][Gal] 

(185.3 °C) < [Chol]2[Ell] (265.0 °C) (6)) which leads to the conclusion that the second 

degradation step observed in the TGA thermogram (Figure 15) corresponds to the 

degradation of the IL-enriched fraction and the third one to the degradation of the BC 

enriched fraction. The first degradation step at 100 °C corresponds to the evaporation of 

water. Similar results were obtained with cholinium-based ILs incorporated in pullulan and 

chitosan films (137). In this work, there was also a decrease in the degradation temperature 

of the material, with a two-step degradation also corresponding to the degradation of the IL 

followed by the degradation of the polysaccharide.  

For both [Chol][Caf] and [Chol][Gal] the Tdi are higher than those of pure ILs. 

However, in the case of [Chol]2[Ell] there is a high decrease of the Tdi which is in 

agreement with the 13C NMR results. Since [Chol]2[Ell] does not interact with BC it starts 
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degrading earlier, while the other ILs, since they are interacting with BC, result in more 

stable membranes with higher Tdi values. 

In summary, a decrease in the thermal stability of the BC membranes was observed 

after incorporation of the ILs; however, this decrease does not compromise the utilization 

of BC-IL for drug delivery and skin applications since the sterilization processes are 

typically carried out at temperatures bellow 135 °C, and therefore there is no risk of 

degradation of the material. 

 

 

Figure 14 – TGA analysis results: weight fraction loss as function of temperature.  

 

The last step on the BC and BC-IL membranes chemical characterization was the 

measurement of the XRD patterns in order to understand if there were any changes in the 

crystalline structure of BC with the incorporation of the ILs. As can be seen in Figure 15 

the diffractogram of BC presents the typical cellulose I pattern. The XRD spectra of the 

pure cholinium-based ILs is also depicted in Figure 15. The main diffraction signals are at 

around 2θ = 14.5, 16.8, 22.6 and 34.9°, assigned to the 101, 10 1   , 200 and 040 

diffraction planes, respectively (134,138). The BC-IL membranes preserved most of the of 

the XRD pattern of pure BC. Nevertheless, some additional peaks were observed in the 

BC-IL diffractograms, which correspond to the presence of ILs, as can be seen in the 

Figure 15. 
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Shahmohammadi et al. (139), obtained similar results, using ZnO nanoparticles  

loaded in BC. The diffractogram of BC-ZnO also displayed the typical cellulose I pattern 

with the addition of the typical peaks of zinc oxide. In this work, the BC-ZnO was also 

treated with US-radiation which caused a shift of the peaks to lower planes and decrease in 

intensity which suggests structural changes to BC.  

Table 6 presents the crystallinity and crystallinity index values in which it is 

possible to observe that there are only very small decreases in both parameters after the 

incorporation of ILs were perceived.  

 

Table 6 – Crystallinity and crystallinity index of BC and BC-IL.  

 

Sample 

At 2θ range Crystallinity 

(%) 

 

C.I. 
Iam I200 

BC 2692 26038 90.6 0.9 

BC-[Chol][Caf] 2774 25462 90.2 0.9 

BC-[Chol]₂[Ell] 2853 22118 88.6 0.9 

BC-[Chol][Gal] 3146 19547 86.1 0.8 
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Figure 15 – XRD spectra for BC and BC-IL. 

 

BC and BC-ILs were also characterized in regards to their mechanical properties 

(tensile tests). Three particular parameters were determined, namely elongation at break 

(%), Young Modulus (MPa) and tensile strength (MPa) (Figure 16). With these parameters 

it is possible to characterize the BC membranes according to their main mechanical 

characteristics and to understand how the incorporation of cholinium-based ILs influence 

or not the mechanical properties of the BC membranes.  

The elongation at break, whose results are shown in Figure 16, is defined as the 

ratio between the initial length and final length after breakage of the test specimen. It 

expresses the capability of a material to resist to changes of shape without crack formation. 
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Analyzing Figure 16 it is possible to conclude that the elongations at break of BC-

[Chol]2[Ell] (2.86%) membrane is slightly higher than that of BC (2.30%). The same was 

not verified for BC-[Chol][Caf] and BC-[Chol][Gal], that present lower elongation at break 

values than pure BC, with 1.93% and 0.93%, respectively.  

The Young’s modulus (Figure 16) is a mechanical property of linear elastic solid 

materials, and it defines the relationship between tensile stress (force per unit area) and 

tensile strain (proportional deformation) in a material. It characterizes the material 

regarding its stiffness (125). BC presents the highest modulus, namely 17835 ± 875 MPa, 

which is in accordance with the literature (140), followed by [Chol][Caf] (14273 ± 935 

MPa) and [Chol][Gal] (14089 ± 404 MPa). On the other hand, [Chol]2[Ell] presents the 

lowest Young´s modulus value (11258 ± 636 MPa), which is in accordance with the its 

higher elongation discussed before which makes it less rigid. Therefore, in this case the IL 

acts as a plasticizer. 

Finally, the tensile stress at tensile strength, the resistance of a material when a 

force is applied, was also measured (results shown in Figure 16). BC presents the highest 

tensile stress (376 ± 93 MPa) followed by BC-[Chol][Caf] and BC-[Chol]2[Ell], which 

presents tensile stress values approximately 30% lower than BC. BC-[Chol][Gal] presents 

the lowest tensile stress, (94 ± 35 MPa), which taking in account its lower elongation at 

break, can be considered the most brittle material among the membranes studied. Although 

some modifications to the main mechanical characteristics of BC were provoked by the 

ILs, the results obtained are still in the same direction with the scope of this project.  

Tomé et al. (137), also obtained similar results for tensile strength and Young’s 

Modulus using cholinium-based ILs incorporated in pullulan and chitosan films. There was 

also a decrease on those values when the ILs were incorporated. This behavior was 

attributed to the plasticizing role of the ILs, since they establish physical interactions with 

the polysaccharide chains separating them and thus giving them more flexibility. 

In the inclusion of lidocaine into BC membranes (114), a decrease in elongation 

was also observed and, on the other hand, the Young’s modulus and tensile strength 

increased showing that this compound made the material brittle and thus glycerol addition 

as plasticizer, necessary. In this case, although elongation diminished, so did the other 

parameters which is why the use of glycerol, that has been extensively used in other works 

(119,120), was foregone.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_elasticity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticity_(physics)
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Figure 16 – Elongation at break (%), Young’s modulus (MPa) and Tensile stress at tensile 

strength (MPa) of BC and BC-ILs. 

 

6.2 Swelling rate assays 

 

The swelling behavior of the BC-IL membranes was also investigated because it is 

an important parameter on topical drug delivery, since the ability of re-hydration in contact 

with skin influences the releasing rate of bioactive compounds. The results of this assay are 
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shown in Figure 17. For all BC-ILs membranes studied there was a quick absorption of 

water in the first 3 h of the assay; afterwards there was a tendency to stabilization with a 

small increase until 24 h. These results are in accordance with other studies carried out 

with BC-drug loaded membranes (119,120), in which there is a quick swelling rate of the 

membrane until 2 h of assay, and a much slower one afterwards. The maximum swelling 

rates observed for BC, BC-[Chol][Caf], BC-[Chol]2[Ell] and BC-[Chol][Gal] were 175 ± 

16%, 716 ± 95%, 676 ± 243%, and 377 ± 28%, respectively. These swelling rates are 

ordered according to the ILs solubility in water, also depicted in Figure 17.  In conclusion, 

the swelling rate of BC-ILs is much higher than that of BC, which is related to the fact that 

the ILs are highly hydrophilic and hence provide cellulose with a higher ability to swell. 

This is a promising result since the swelling rate plays a major role on the release of ILs 

from the membrane to the skin.  

In the previous referred works (119,120) drug loaded BC membranes also had a 

higher swelling ration but in this case it was due to the inclusion of glycerol which is an 

well-known humectant and hydrophilic compound. 

  

 

Figure 17 – Swelling rate assays results for BC and BC-IL membranes. The values represented 

are the solubility’s in water for each of the ILs in mmol.L-1 (6). 
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6.3 Dissolution assays 

 

The dissolution assays (Figure 18) were carried out with 4 cm2 membranes prepared 

as described in the Experimental section. The assays were performed during 24h, with 

solution aliquots taken at specific intervals until 24 h. PBS buffer solution (180 mL) at pH 

7.4 was used in order to mimic the pH of the human blood. All aliquots volumes taken 

during the assay were replaced with fresh solution. The amount of accumulated IL in the 

solution was calculated as a cumulative percentage as described in the methods section. 

The calibration curves for each compound can be found in Annex III. 

First of all it is possible to conclude that the dissolution of the ILs from the dried 

membranes is always faster than that from the wet counterparts, independently of the IL 

used. With wet membranes there is a diffusion process through the BC tridimensional 

network, while with the dried membranes there is an immediate dissolution of the ILs 

present in the membranes. Moreover, it was previously established that the tested ILs have 

a high solubility in water (6) which supports their quick dissolution (and diffusion) into the 

PBS buffer aqueous solution. Nevertheless, [Chol]2[Ell] precipitates in osmotic solutions 

due to the presence of salts; it was only possible to dissolve this compound until 46.53 

mg/L (6) when used in  solutions that contain salts. Although no precipitation was 

perceived during these assays it is still possible that some of the results can be influenced 

by this behavior, since the media used was PBS. The IL content for each membrane can be 

found in Annex III.  

According to Figure 18, for both BC-[Chol][Caf] and BC-[Chol][Gal] wet 

membranes, about 70% dissolution of the ILs content in membranes was reached. The 

higher concentrations were observed at 8 h with an IL content of 73.91 ± 0.94 % and 65.95 

± 0.05 %, respectively. With BC-[Chol]2[Ell], the dissolution from the wet membranes was 

much lower reaching only 51.58 ± 0.97 % at 24h. This result might be explained by the 

low solubility of this compound in PBS buffer.  

For dry membranes the dissolution is immediate for the cases of [Chol][Caf] and 

[Chol][Gal], and for the latter the IL content actually reaches 100%. In the case of 

[Chol]2[Ell] the dissolution rate was once again lower. The maximum dissolution observed 

for the dry membranes was 92.03 ± 0.85 % for BC-[Chol][Caf], 44.06 ± 0.99 % for 

[Chol]2[Ell] and 100.44 ± 1.58 % for BC-[Chol][Gal].  
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Figure 18 – Cumulative percentage of IL released from the BC to the PBS buffer solution 

during the 24h dissolution assay.  
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These results are according with similar assays conducted by Silva et al. (119,120) 

and Trovatti et al. (114) in which they used dry BC membranes with incorporation of 

different drugs, such as caffeine, diclofenac and lidocaine. For all these compounds there 

was a fast diffusion into the PBS buffer, usually in the first 20 minutes or less of the assay. 

Total compound diffusion was never achieved since a plateau was always reached. 

However, it was noted that the chemical nature of the compounds could influence the rate 

of dissolution according to its affinity for the buffer and BC.   

Aiming to understand the dissolution results, COSMO-RS was used. COSMO-RS 

correctly predicts the affinities between the different ILs used, cellulose and in this case a 

0.1M phosphate buffer, as can be seen in Figure 19. This method, has been used in various 

works as a reference quantitative parameter of the affinity of ILs for different materials and 

media (127,141). 

According to COSMO-RS the lower the logP, the higher is the affinity of the 

compound to the buffer medium, as depicted in equation 6. 

 

       (6).  

 

 According to Figure 19, [Chol][Gal] has the highest affinity to the buffer medium 

followed by [Chol][Caf] and [Chol]2[Ell], the latter with a very low affinity to the buffer 

aqueous solutions. The dots in the figure represent the highest percentage of IL released to 

the buffer medium during the assays, and the results are according to the COSMO-RS 

prediction.  
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Figure 19 – COSMO-RS results for BC-ILs in a phosphate buffered media.  • represents the 

maximum experimental values for the IL percentage released.  

 

In Figure 20 are depicted the SEM images of the BC-IL membranes after the 

dissolution assays. The gaps between the fibbers are now hollow or collapsed. These 

results were expected since most of the cholinium-based ILs were dissolved into the buffer 

solution.  

Also, in the case of BC-[Chol]2[Ell], IL crystals are still visible on the surface of 

the membrane. This result confirms the diffusion assays results using PBS buffer in which 

the cumulative percentage release of the IL was bellow 50%, and also portrayed in the 

COSMO simulation, thus confirming that the [Chol]2[Ell] was not totally diffused to the 

buffer staying in great extent incorporated in the BC network.  
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Figure 20 – Surface and transversal SEM images of BC and BC-IL after dissolution in PBS 

buffer. The first column corresponds to surface images while the second and third column correspond 

to transversal SEM images.  

 

For most systems, there was a decrease in the ILs content in the buffer at 24h 

(Figure 21). In order to understand if it corresponds to a decomposition of the IL or if the 

IL is being absorbed again by the membrane, a test using only 10 mg of the pure IL  

(without BC) in the buffer was carried out (Figure 21). In fact, it was verified a decrease on 

the ILs content in the aqueous solution at 24h, leading to the conclusion that the ILs are 

unstable and suffer degradation after too much time in the buffer aqueous solution. 
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Moreover, [Chol]2[Ell] appears as a highly instable compound since after 2 h in a buffer 

aqueous solution it is observed a decrease of its amount. However, this needs to be further 

investigated with more assays using different concentrations. 

 

 

Figure 21 – Results for the test made to confirm the ILs stability in PBS buffer. 

 

According to these results and having in mind the drug delivery application, the wet 

membranes seem to be the most promising systems since they allow a controlled drug 

diffusion through the membrane. These results are according to various studies that used 

wet BC membranes for drug-delivery (119,120,142,143). 

 

6.4 Methanol dissolution assays and antioxidant activity tests 

 

Methanol dissolution assays were also carried out in the same way as the 

dissolution assays using the PBS buffer aqueous solution. The calibration curves made for 

each compound using methanol and all related data can be found in Annex IV. These 

assays were made in order to correlate the amount of ILs dissolved during the dissolution 

assay and the results of the DPPH tests in methanol, in which samples were taken at the 

same intervals of time.  

Concerning the dissolution of ILs in methanol the results also vary considerably 

depending on each IL and on the state of the membrane (wet or dry), as can be seen in 
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Figure 22.  Similarly to the PBS assay, there is a faster dissolution of the ILs when using 

dry membranes, while wet membranes allow a more controlled release of the ILs. 

However, for both [Chol][Caf] and [Chol][Gal] there seems to be a faster dissolution rate 

in PBS rather than methanol when using dry membranes. In the case of wet membranes, 

the dissolution of [Chol][Caf] is faster and higher with methanol, while with [Chol][Gal] it 

is very similar.  

It is also interesting to see that for the majority of the ILs, with the exception of 

[Chol]2[Ell], in the wet BC membranes the quantity of IL in methanol at 24 h is higher than 

in PBS aqueous solution, which means that ILs are more stable or more soluble in 

methanol than in PBS buffer/aqueous solution. 

 

 

Figure 22 – Cumulative percentage released of IL into methanol and the PBS buffer solution.  
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COSMO-RS predictions were also carried out in order to understand the dissolution 

behaviors or controlled release of ILs in methanol - Figure 23. The experimental values are 

also included and correspond to dry membranes after 30 min of the assay. The 6h were 

chosen because of the possible IL degradation. However, the rank of ILs obtained from the 

experimental assays are slightly different to those predicted by COSMO-RS. In the case of 

[Chol][Caf] and [Chol][Gal] the results are according with COSMO-RS prediction. 

Neverthless, in the case of [Chol]2[Ell], its experimental release is higher than the 

predicted one. 

 

Figure 23 – COSMO-RS results for the affinity of the ILs in BC-ILs in methanol media. The • 

represent the experimental values for the IL percentage released until 6h of the assay.  

 

In Figure 24 are depicted the results of the dissolution assays in methanol and the 

antioxidant activity of the membranes determined using the DPPH test. It is possible to 

conclude that the antioxidant activity is maintained over 80% for both BC-[Chol][Caf] and 

BC-[Chol][Gal], either with dry or wet membranes. On the other hand, BC-[Chol]2[Ell] 

seems to have less antioxidant activity than the other two studied BC-ILs membranes and 

suffers a decrease with time. In general, the wet BC-ILs membranes show antioxidant 

activity values higher than those displayed by the dry BC-ILs. 
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Figure 24 – Cumulative percentage release of the IL into the methanol dissolution and its 

antioxidant activity. 

 

In Figure 25 are compared the values of antioxidant activity of the precursor acids 

and respective BC-ILs. The acid solutions used had a concentration of 10 g/L which 

corresponds to a total of 37.5 mg of acid in solution. In Annex 2 are presented the amounts 

of ILs that were assumed to be incorporated in each membrane  
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Figure 25 – Antioxidant activity percentage for BC-ILs and respective precursor acids. 

 

The results obtained for all ILs are very similar, though for both gallic and caffeic 

acids the antioxidant activities are higher than for the corresponding BC-IL membranes. As 

stated before, the dissolution of ILs in the methanol is not total and these membrane dos 

not have exactly 10 mg of each IL, which means that with a smaller quantity of IL we can 

obtain the same antioxidant activity than with a higher amount of acid. These results are 

according with the previous work of Sintra et al. (6), in which the same was verified.  In 

the case of ellagic acid, we could not measure the antioxidant activity due to dissolution 

problems as shown in Annex 3. The same issue was observed in previous works (6,144).  

 

6.5 Preliminary biological assays 

 

In order to evaluate if BC-IL membranes could be used as topical materials with no 

adverse effects, preliminary cytotoxicity assays were carried out. In these assays, it was 

evaluated the capacity of Raw 264.7 (macrophages) and HaCaT (keratinocytes) to 

metabolize the resazurin dye after being exposed to BC-IL membranes. Additionally, anti-

inflammatory assays were also made using Raw 264.7 with the goal of confirming that the 

anti-inflammatory capacity of the ILs was not affected by their incorporation in the BC 

membranes (6). 

The preliminary results for the cytotoxicity are depicted in Figure 26 and 27. It is 

clear that both BC-[Chol][Gal], BC-[Chol]2[Ell] and also pure BC do not have any adverse 

effects since they maintain the cell viability at 100%. On the other hand, for [Chol][Caf] 

there seems to be a slight decrease of cell viability down to 92%. Still, this is not a very 
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significant decrease and all these results need to be further comproved by repeting these 

tests with more replicates.  

BC has been subjected to numerous assays of bicompatibility and citotoxicity 

(96,145). Jeong et al. (145), in which a culture of vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) from the 

human umbilical cord were used in contact with BC, with no decrease of the cell viability.  

Furthermore, in the work of Tomé et al. (137), using pullulan and chitosan films, 

the two cholinium-based ILs were also evaluated in regards of their citotoxicity using three 

different human cell lines having no significant citotoxicity. Due to this, it was expected 

that the combination of BC-ILs would not have an adverse effect on the cells.  

It is also important to remark that BC is non cytotoxic and has already been used 

for many biomedical applications (73), including dermal applications (113) . Also the ILs 

used did not cause a significant decrease in cell viability, especially in the concentrations 

used in this work as previously  depicted in the work of Sintra et al. (6). 

 

Figure 26 – Viability of Raw 264.7 accessed as the normalized response to cells exposed to BC, 

BC-ILs and untreated control.  
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Figure 27 - Viability of HaCaT accessed as the normalized response to cells exposed to BC, 

BC-ILs and untreated control. 

 

The results obtained for the anti-inflammatory assays are shown in Figure 28. 

These assays are usually performed by measuring the production of nitric oxide (NO) by 

the activation of macrophages and the consequent increased expression of NO synthase, 

which is a strong pro-inflammatory mediator closely associated with various inflammatory 

diseases.  

 

Figure 28 – Effect of BC and BC-ILs membranes on the inflammatory response by the 

macrophages. 
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Usually, cells are stimulated with LPS, which is a strong inflammation activator. 

However, during these assays, it was noticed that BC was activating the inflammatory 

response of macrophages which suggests that BC might has endotoxins that were not 

removed during the BC treatment process and that are therefore responsible for this 

reaction. Nevertheless, the BC-ILs were also tested and the results obtained reveal that ILs 

decrease the inflammation caused by BC showing that they do have anti-inflammatory 

properties, as previously reported using aqueous solutions (6)  .  

As can be seen in Figure 28, while BC has a 270% inflammatory response, the BC-

ILs lead to values close to the reference value, in this case the control has the value of 

100%. For [Chol][Caf] the inflammatory response was 120%, for [Chol]2[Ell] it was 

108%, and in the case of [Chol][Gal] it was 94%. However, since BC was activating the 

inflammatory response of macrophages, it is required to carry further experiments by first 

eliminating the endotoxins from BC so that it can has the same value as the control. These 

assays will be repeated after the optimization and improvement of the BC purification 

process (146). However, and in general, from the preliminary results obtained, it can be 

concluded that BC-ILs membranes display anti-inflammatory characteristics. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

In this work, cholinium-based ILs with anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory 

characteristics were incorporated in BC membranes to be used in  topic applications. To 

this end, in this work, BC membranes were produced and all ILs synthesized. All BC-ILs 

membranes were characterized through Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy with 

attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR), solid nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray 

diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetry and mechanical tests. 

All studies allowed to conclude that ILs were successfully incorporated in BC without 

changing significantly its crystallinity, mechanical properties and decomposition 

temperature.  

Swelling assays were also conducted in order to determine the water holding 

capacity of BC and BC-ILs. For all BC-ILs it was observed an increase in the water 

holding capacity, and that was according to the water solubility of the tested ILs. The 

maximum swelling rate observed for BC, BC-[Chol][Caf], BC-[Chol]2[Ell] and BC-

[Chol][Gal] were 175, 716, 676 and 377 %, respectively. 

Regarding the ILs dissolution,  it was observed that for all BC-ILs membranes 

investigated, the IL dissolution was slower in wet membranes, while with dry membranes 

their release was immediate. In wet membranes the dissolution reached 73.91% for 

[Chol][Caf], 65.95% for [Chol][Gal] and 51.58% for [Chol]2[Ell]. On the other hand, for 

dry membranes, the dissolution percentage values were 92.03% for BC-[Chol][Caf], 

100.44% for BC-[Chol][Gal] and  44.06% for [Chol]2[Ell] values reached within the first 

10 minutes of the assays. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that wet membranes allow a 

more controlled dissolution of ILs.  

Antioxidant tests were carried out with both BC-ILs and the respective precursor 

acids. The antioxidant activity was maintained at 80% for both [Chol][Caf] and 

[Chol][Gal], with either dry or wet membranes. On the other hand, [Chol]2[Ell] antioxidant 

activity is lower but is always higher than 75% throughout the assays. In this case, ILs 

have similar antioxidant activities as the corresponding acids, but using a lower quantity, 

proving that BC-ILs are more  effective in what concerns their antioxidant activity.  

From preliminary biological assays it is possible to conclude that BC-ILs used 

display anti-inflammatory features since they inhibit the inflammatory. Also, BC-IL 
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membranes do not alter the cells viability, neither macrophages nor keratinocytes, pointing 

that they can be used in human skin. Nevertheless, an additional treatment of BC needs to 

be carried out and optimized in order to eliminate possible endotoxins that are causing an 

anti-inflammatory response.  

In order to fully complete this work, while envisaging the use of BC-ILs 

membranes for topic drug delivery application, there is still need to carry out further 

investigations. In particular, the anti-inflammatory and cell viability assays need to be 

carried out again after the removal of BC’s endotoxins. In addition to macrophages, 

keratinocytes should be also investigated. 

 Permeation assays are also an important step to complement this work in order to 

understand the IL permeation rate in human skin. Some preliminary tests were already 

carried out with human abdominal skin, using a 7 mL Franz cell using PBS as diffusion 

media at 32 °C, and will be finalized in the near future. To culminate the otimization of the 

produced materials, in vivo animal model tests need to be carried out aiming to fully 

understand determine the potential of these membranes. 
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9 Annex 
 

9.1 Annex 1 – Synthesis and characterization of cholinium-based ILs 

 

Cholinium based-ILs were synthetized and their purities confirmed through 1H and 

13C NMR.  

In Figures 29, 30 and 31 are depicted the 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [Chol][Caf], 

[Chol]2[Ell] and [Chol][Gal], which are according to the literature (6).  

 

 

Figure 29 - 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [Chol][Caf] in DMSO with TMS as internal reference. 
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[Chol][Caf] was obtained as a white solid (98% yield). 1H NMR (d6-DMSO, 300 

MHz, [ppm]): δ 7.08 (d, 1H, JHH = 15.7 Hz, CHCHCOO), 6.88 (d, 1H, JHH = 1.9 Hz, H-2), 

6.74 (dd, 1H, JHH = 8.2 Hz and JHH = 1.9 Hz, H-6), 6.67 (d, 1H, JHH = 8.1 Hz, H-5), 6.11 

(d, 1H, JHH = 15.8 Hz, CHCHCOO), 3.94-3.79 (m, 2H, NCH2CH2OH), 3.49-3.34 (m, 2H, 

NCH2CH2OH), 3.11 (s, 9H, (N(CH3)3). 
13C NMR (d6-DMSO, 75.47 MHz, [ppm]): δ 

171.99 (COO), 148.66 (CHCHCOO), 147.07 (COH-4), 138.93 (COH-3), 127.22 

(CHCHCOO), 123.76 (C-1), 119.76 (C-6), 117.06 (C-5), 115.25 (C-2), 67.54 (t, JCN = 2.8 

Hz, NCH2CH2OH), 55.55 (NCH2CH2OH), 53.57 (t, JCN = 3.8 Hz, N(CH3)3 (6). 

 

 

Figure 30 - 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [Chol]2[Ell] in D2O with TSP as internal reference. 
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 [Chol]2[Ell] was obtained as a light brown solid (87% yield). 1H NMR (D2O, 300 

MHz, [ppm]): δ 7.16 (s, 2H, (2x CHCO)), 4.10-3.95 (m, 4H, (2x (NCH2CH2OH)), 3.54-

3.37 (m, 4H, (2x (NCH2CH2OH)), 3.15 (s, 18H, (2x (N(CH3)3)). 
13C NMR (D2O, 75.47 

MHz, [ppm]): δ 163.85 (2x (COO)), 152.13 (2x (CO)), 149.13 (2x (COH)), 136.32 (2x 

(COCO)), 114.66 (2x (COCO)), 107.78 (2x (CCO)), 98.81 (2x (C(C)3)), 67.24 (t, JCN = 3.0 

Hz, 2x (NCH2CH2OH)), 55.43 (2x (NCH2CH2OH)), 53.68 (t, JCN = 4.0 Hz, 2x 

(N(CH3)3))(6). 

 

 

Figure 31 - 1H and 13C NMR spectra of [Chol][Gal] in D2O with TSP as internal reference. 
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[Chol][Gal] was obtained as a white solid (87% yield). 1H NMR (D2O, 300 MHz, 

[ppm]): δ 6.87 (s, 2H, H-2 and H-6), 3.79-3.67 (m, 2H, NCH2CH2OH), 3.18-309 (m, 2H, 

NCH2CH2OH ), 2.84 (s, 9H, N(CH3)3). 
13C NMR (D2O, 75.47 MHz, [ppm]): δ 174.73 

(COO), 144.28 (C-3 and C-5), 135.62 (C-4), 128.01 (C-1), 109.33 (C-2 and C-6), 67.30 (t, 

JCN = 2.9 Hz, NCH2CH2OH), 55.49 (NCH2CH2OH), 53.72 (t, JCN = 3.9 Hz, N(CH3)3) (6). 

 

 

 

9.2 Annex 2 – Calibration curves and auxiliary tables  

 

 

Figure 32 – Calibration curve for [Chol][Caf] in a PBS buffer aqueous solution at 286 nm. 
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Figure 33 – Calibration curve for [Chol]2[Ell] in a PBS buffer aqueous solution at 253 nm. 

 

 

Figure 34 - Calibration curve for [Chol][Gal] in a PBS buffer aqueous solution at 259 nm.  
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Figure 35 - Calibration curve for [Chol][Caf] in methanol at 286 nm. 

 

 

Figure 36 - Calibration curve for [Chol]2[Ell] in methanol at 253 nm. 
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Figure 37 - Calibration curve for [Chol][Gal] in methanol at 259 nm. 

 

 

Table 7 – Calculations made to determine the amount of IL present in each BC-IL for the 

TGA assays.   

Compound Nº-Wet or 

Dry (W 

or D) 

Weight of 

BC / g 

Weight after 

absorption  / 

g 

Absorbed 

IL % 

Weight of IL 

in solution / 

mg 

Weight of IL 

in BC / mg 

[Chol][Caf] 1-D 5.2109 2.3953 19.8 1.37 8.63 
2-D 5.4019 2.5498 25.0 0.81 9.19 

[Chol]2[Ell] 1-D 5.5582 3.0116 13.9 0.15 9.85 

2-D 5.6511 3.0933 28.6 0.16 9.84 

[Chol][Gal] 1-D 2.7606 1.3561 48.3 0.53 9.47 

2-D 3.3805 1.8453 28.2 1.24 8.76 

 

Table 8– Calculations made to determine the amount of IL present in the BC-IL for the TGA 

assays.   

Compound Nº-Wet or 

Dry (W 

or D) 

Weight of 

BC / g 

Weight after 

absorption  / g 

Absorbed 

IL % 

Weight of IL 

in solution / 

mg 

Weight of IL 

in BC / mg 

[Chol][Caf] 1-D 5.2109 2.3953 19.8 1.37 8.63 
2-D 5.4019 2.5498 25.0 0.81 9.19 

[Chol]2[Ell] 1-D 5.5582 3.0116 13.9 0.15 9.85 

2-D 5.6511 3.0933 28.6 0.16 9.84 

[Chol][Gal] 1-D 2.7606 1.3561 48.3 0.53 9.47 

2-D 3.3805 1.8453 28.2 1.24 8.76 
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Table 9 – Calculations made to determine the amount of IL present in the BC-IL for the 

dissolution assays in PBS buffer.   

Compound Nº-Wet or 

Dry (W 

or D) 

Weight of 

BC / g 

Weight 

after 

absorption  

/ g 

Absorbed 

IL % 

Weight of IL 

in solution / 

mg 

Weight of IL 

in BC / mg 

[Chol][Caf] 1-W 6.2707 2.7604 9.2 1.49 8.51 

2-W 5.2448 2.6384 14.7 1.81 8.19 

3-D 3.1595 2.0487 23.6 0.77 9.23 

4-D 3.5417 1.5162 31.4 0.69 9.31 

[Chol]2[Ell] 1-W 5.146 2.8654 12.4 1.28 8.72 

2-W 4.939 1.4575 22.4 1.34 8.66 

3-D 2.998 1.4918 23.6 1.37 8.63 

4-D 5.2095 2.2022 21.4 0.38 9.62 

[Chol][Gal] 1-W 4.0816 1.9686 27.5 0.57 9.43 

2-W 3.2838 1.217 26.8 0.75 9.25 

3-D 2.8104 1.6485 20.4 0.69 9.31 

4-D 2.8375 1.372 30.3 0.45 9.55 

 

Table 10 – Calculations made to determine the amount of IL present in the BC-IL for the 

dissolution assays in PBS methanol.   

Compound Nº-Wet or 

Dry (W 

or D) 

Weight of 

BC / g 

Weight 

after 

absorption  

/ g 

Absorbed 

IL % 

Weight of IL 

in solution / 

mg 

Weight of IL 

in BC / mg 

[Chol][Caf] 1-W 4.707 2.056 31.0 3.18 6.82 

2-W 4.7361 2.8482 16.0 3.60 6.40 

3-D 5.2422 2.9197 18.4 4.40 5.60 

4--D 5.0625 3.2098 24.9 1.12 8.88 

[Chol]2[Ell] 1-W 4.1975 3.3372 27.2 0.46 9.54 

2-W 5.0762 2.9807 17.4 1.01 8.99 

3-D 5.0081 3.9807 41.0 0.58 9.42 

4-D 5.715 4.1604 42.2 0.25 9.75 

[Chol][Gal] 1-W 4.1975 2.588 29.9 0.46 9.54 

2-W 5.0762 2.6397 25.2 1.01 8.99 

3-D 5.0081 2.6765 22.5 0.58 9.42 

4-D 5.715 3.3206 24.3 0.25 9.75 
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Table 11 – Calculations made to determine the amount of IL present in the BC-IL for the 

antioxidant assays.   

Compound Nº-Wet or 

Dry (W or 

D) 

Weight of 

BC / g 

Weight 

after 

absorption  

/ g 

Absorbed 

IL % 

Weight of IL 

in solution / 

mg 

Weight of IL 

in BC / mg 

[Chol][Caf] 1-W 4.707 2.056 31.0 3.18 6.82 

2-W 4.7361 2.8482 16.0 3.60 6.40 

3-D 5.2422 2.9197 18.4 4.40 5.60 

4-D 5.0625 3.2098 24.9 1.12 8.88 

[Chol]2[Ell] 1-W 5.3459 3.3372 27.2 0.14 9.86 

2-W 5.1144 2.9807 17.4 0.08 9.92 

3-D 5.3566 3.9807 41.0 0.09 9.91 

4-D 5.45 4.1604 42.2 0.09 9.91 

[Chol][Gal] 1-W 4.1975 2.588 29.9 0.46 9.54 

2-W 5.0762 2.6397 25.2 1.01 8.99 

3-D 5.0081 2.6765 22.5 0.58 9.42 

4-D 5.715 3.3206 24.3 0.25 9.75 

 

 

9.3 Annex 3 – Auxiliary photos 

 

 

Figure 39 – Photo of the ellagic acid solution attempted to use for the precursor acids 

antioxidant assay. 


